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Gold
Unseelie
Class:
F0268 can now be stored without additional restrictions, providing that the
ambient internal temperature remains below 22°C and the temperature
external to the facility does not rise to over 5°C. As it still exhibits small but
aggressive instinctive movement, operatives are not to touch F0268 or come
within 0.5m. In reduce risks, it is recommended that F0268 be kept external
to the Facility.
F0268 should be ‘watered’ with 500ml of high protein nutritional slurry #4
every three days.

Entry Procedure:

Interactions with F0268 should be by means of elongated manipulating
tools, or shoulder length protective gauntlets.

Recovery Procedure:

In the event that F0268 leaves hibernation, it will immediately be
reclassified to UI. It should be dissuaded from attacking personnel by means
of counterattacking making use of any martial art that incorporates the use
of qi/mana/prana energies.
F0268 is also drawn to the sound of the consonant cluster ‘pft’, and this can
be used to draw it to specific locations.

Description:

As it currently appears, F0268 resembles a small fir tree, approximately 3
foot in height. Its limbs are covered in green spines, reinforcing this
appearance. This is not its actual appearance, however, and simply the
hibernation measures that it has employed in the cold environment.
Out of a hibernative state, F0268 is a serpentine creature with a thick central
body and multiple branching fleshy limbs that terminate in toothed
‘mouths’. The base diverges into multiple ‘tails’ that are used for locomotion
at speeds up to 10kmph. Its flesh comprises multiple substrate of increasing
density. It has no circulatory system that has yet been observed, but the
‘flesh matter’ has been shown to ‘circulate’ into the core and back out again.
This flech is capable of reacting like muscle, and F0268 is capable of great
speed and power if caused to strike.
Under non-hibernative conditions, F0268 acts as an opportunistic predator.
It is exclusively carnivorous, and will for preference predate on immature or
domesticated animals that have not developed an acute sense of danger. It
has no visible eyes, so it is thought that it predates using sensitivity to
motion.
Current speculation is that F0268 is an extraplanar creature that has been
forced to adapt to local physics and biology. Certainly, techniques that cause
minor planar interactions affect it with almost physical force.
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